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1. Motivation

Modern cloud workloads (e.g., publish-subscribe, analytics, telemetry, replication, messaging, finance, and more) frequently exhibit
- one-to-many, multicast communication patterns
- and require sub-millisecond latencies and high throughput

Yet, none of the cloud providers today (e.g., Azure, GCP, AWS) support native multicast
- because of the inherent data- and control-plane scalability limitations of current approaches, see →

We believe Elmo, a source-routed multicast can address these limitations as
- emerging programmable data planes and unique characteristics of data center topologies lead to efficient implementations of source-routed multicast
- and alleviates both the pressure on switching hardware resources and control-plane overheads during churn


Design decisions for encoding multicast trees:
1. Encoding switch ports in a bitmap
2. Encoding on the logical topology
3. Sharing bitmap across switches (e.g., R > 0)
4. Limiting header size using default packet (p)-rules
5. Reducing traffic overhead using switch (or s)-rules

Encoding multicast tree. An example multicast tree on a three-tier multi-rooted Clos topology with upstream and downstream p-rules (i.e., rules encoded inside a packet) and s-rules (i.e., rules installed in a switch) assignment for a group. A packet originating from the sender is forwarded up to the logical core using the upstream p-rules, and down to the receivers using the downstream p-rules (and s-rules). For example, when R = 0 and s-rules = 1, a packet arriving at P2 (S1 or S3) from the core is forwarded using the p-rule 01, whereas at P0, it is forwarded using the s-rule 11.

3. Evaluation

a. Data Plane Scalability

Figure 1. Placement strategy with no more than 12 VMs of a tenant per rack (i.e., colocated VMs).

Figure 2. Placement strategy with no more than one VM of a tenant per rack (i.e., dispersed VMs).

b. Control Plane Scalability

Switch Elmo Li et al.
hyervisor 23 (46) NE (NE)
leaf 5 (13) 42 (42)
spine 4 (7) 78 (81)
core 0 (0) 133 (283)

Figure 3. The average (max) number of switch updates per second when no more than one VM of a tenant is placed per rack. (NE: not evaluated by Li et al.)

d. End-to-End Application Results

Figure 4. Header usage with varying number of p-rules.

Figure 5. Comparison of a pub-sub application using Zeromq (over UDP) with a message size of 100 bytes.

e. Hypervisor Switch Overhead

Figure 6. Hypervisor switch (i.e., PISCES) throughput when adding different number of p-rules.